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ABSTRACT
The influence of δ-ferrite amount ferrite in AISI 321 steel on its general corrosion,
critical pitting temperature and potential in simulated circulating waters. The samples
were made in the form of rectangular 3x3x1 mm parallelepipeds by cold mechanical
method. Surface of the samples was subjected to electro-polishing. The amount of
ferrite phase was determined by empirical formula. It was established, that after
electromagnetic saturation of the samples, δ-ferrite content in five heats of AISI 321
steel was calculated. Research has shown, that δ-ferrite content varied from 0.099
smelting 4 to 0.36% by melting 2 and 3. It is established that the content of δ-ferrite in
AISI 321 steel affects its pitting resistance in low-mineralized chloride-containing
media. It is shown that in a chloride-containing solution with a pH of 4 and a chloride
concentration of 600 mg / l, a parabolic dependence takes place between the ATP steel
of AISI 321 steel and its δ-ferrite content. With an increase in the δ-ferrite content from
0.099 to 0.24% by volume, the critical pitting temperature of steel increases to 50.5 ºС,
and with a subsequent increase in the volume of δ-ferrite to 0.36% by volume, the
critical pitting temperature of steel decreases to 44 ºС.
Keywords: corrosion resistance, critical pitting temperature, chloride containing
media, protective properties, AISI 321 steel.
INTRODUCTION
The corrosion-resistant steel AISI 321 is referred to austenitic class and has been
alloyed on type 18-10, has a high corrosion resistant in many aggressive media,
therefore it is often used for making capacitive and heat-exchange equipment. However,
the circulating chloride-containing waters used in their work are often the cause of
pitting, and subsequently their ulcerous corrosion [1-4]. Therefore a prediction of
pitting-resistant steel AISI 321 in these media is the actual problem. In works [5-8] it
was proposed to estimate a pitting-resistance of the corrosion-resistant steels and alloys
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in chloride-containing media using critical values of their electrochemical potentials or
Δφ-criteria. However, such approach to estimation of their pitting-resistance in practice
was not effective because the parameters of chloride-containing medium used for
electrochemical tests at times are differed from those, which are present in work of heat
exchanger. The estimation of pitting-resistance of steel AISI 321 on critical
temperatures of pitting-formation gave a possibility to predict its behaviour in model
circulating waters, which on content of chlorides and рН are close to the conditions of
exploitation of this equipment. In this case, the operating instructions of the heat
exchangers provided information on the critical temperatures of pitting-formation (CTP)
of steel in the model circulating waters with рН4…8 and concentration of chlorides
from 350 to 600 mg/dm3. They were calculated using the established empirical
dependences between CTP of steel and its chemical composition and structural
heterogeneity in this model circulating waters [9-10]. However, this methodology of
estimation of pitting-resistance of steel also has its defects connected with identification
of metastable and stable pittings. Since these pittings were identified by geometrical
features that are not stable and depend on parameters of medium and steel [11].
In works [12-15] it has been substantiated and proposed for the first time the
identification of pittings, using the coefficients of selective dissolution of Cr. Later on,
this criterion was universal and independent of mark of steel or alloy and parameters of
chloride-containing medium However, the influence of alloying elements and structure
of steel AISI 321 on selective dissolution of metals in pittings, forming on its surface
has not been investigated. Therefore, the work has been devoted to the solution of this
problem, because the mechanisms of influence of steel parameters on corrosion losses
in pittings will allow to optimize its composition and structure.
MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY OF INVESTIGATION
The five melts of steel AISI 321 have been investigated. The chemical
composition and structural heterogeneity was previously determined[9, 10]. The
samples of the studied steel were sustained in chloride-containing solutions with
рН4…8 and concentration of chlorides 600 mg/dm3 at temperature 343К for 240 hours.
In this case in chloride-containing solutions with рН4; 5; 7 and concentration of
chlorides 600 mg/dm3 on surface of the samples the stable, and with рН6; 8 –
metastable pittings were formed . The pittings were identified on geometrical
parameters [11] and coefficients of selective dissolution of Cr from (ZCr). In particular,
if ZCr < 1, the steel pittings with formation of stable ones and, if ZCr > 1, – metastable
pittings. The corrosion losses of Fe, Cr and Ni from surface of pittings were previously
determined [12-15], using the methodology [12]. The empirical dependences between
corrosion losses ΔCr, ΔNi, ΔFе of steel from pittings and its chemical composition and
structural heterogeneity were determined in work [14], using correlation and regression
analysis of the results of the investigation [20]. The direction of influence of the
chemical composition and steel structure elements on its corrosion losses ΔCr, ΔNi, ΔFе
from pittings are presented in Tables (1 – 3). In this case, in Tables there are only
presented the direct proportional dependences between these values with significance
level 0,10, which was estimated on t – Student's test.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the model circulating water with рН4 and concentration of chlorides 600
mg/dm3, where the steel AISI 321 pittings, a surface of the stable pittings is depleted
with Fe, which can favor its diffusion from its volume. Under such conditions the
corrosion losses ΔFе from pittings on steel surface grow in increase of volume of
titanium nitrides and average diameter of austenite grain and also a decrease of content
of Ni and volume of δ-ferrite (Tab. 1).
Table 1. Scheme of influence of the chemical composition and components of
structure of steel AISI 321 on its ∆Fe in the model circulating waters
with concentration of chlorides 600 mg/dm3
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Consequently, Ni favors enrichment of surface of stable pittings of Fе. At the
same time in increase of steel volume of titanium nitrides and average diameter of
austenite grain a hard-phase diffusion of Fe atoms to surface of stable pittings near
titanium nitrides located on boundaries of austenite grains is reinforced. This favors
growth of ΔFе steel from pittings. However, an inclusion of δ-ferrite is the source of
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origination of metastable pittings, which decelerates a growth of stable and favors
decrease of ΔFе from them. This is agreed with data of work [15].
In the model circulating water with рН4 and concentration of chlorides 600
mg/dm3, where the steel pittings, a surface of stable pittings is enriched with Сr, which
can favor its diffusion in volume of steel. Under such conditions the corrosion losses
ΔСr from pittings on steel surface grow in increase of Mn content, volume of titanium
nitrides, average diameter of austenite grain and decrease of content Ni in it (Tab. 2).
Table 2. Scheme of influence of the chemical composition and components of
structure of steel AISI 321 on its ∆Cr in the model circulating waters with concentration
of chlorides 600 mg/dm3
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Consequently, Mn favors depletion, and Ni – enrichment of surface of the stable
pittings of Cr. In this case, the mechanism of influence of titanium nitrides and average
diameter of austenite grain on ΔСr steel from pittings is analogous to mechanism of
influence on ΔFе from pittings, which was considered above.
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In the model circulating water with рН4 and concentration of chlorides 600 mg/dm 3,
where the steel is subjected to pitting formation, a surface of the stable pittings is
depleted with Ni, which can favor its diffusion from steel volume. Under such
conditions the corrosion losses ΔNi from pittings on steel surface grow in increase of
Mn content, volume of titanium nitrides, average diameter of austenite grain in it and
also decrease of Ni content and volume of δ-ferrite (Tab. 3).
Table 3. Scheme of influence of the chemical composition and components of structure
of steel AISI 321 on its ∆Ni in the model circulating waters with concentration of
chlorides 600 mg/dm3
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Consequently, Mn favors depletion, and Ni – enrichment of surface of the stable
pittings of Ni. It should be noted that the mechanism of influence of titanium nitrides,
average diameter of austenite grain and volume of δ-ferrite as well as their influence on
ΔFе from stable pittings about which mentioned above. Such tendencies have been
connected with that the atoms of less precious Fe activate the ionization of atoms of
more precious Ni, which is agreed with data of work [13]. In this case, it should be
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noted that the corrosion losses ΔСr of steel from pittings on rectilinear dependence
grow from 275•10-6 (melt № 4) to 3922•10-6 mg (melt № 1) [14] in increase of volume
of titanium nitrides from 0,23 (melt № 4) to 0,47 rev.% (melt № 1) and average
diameter of austenite grain from 0,196 (melt № 5) to 0,312 mm (melt № 1) in it. At the
same time the corrosion losses ΔNi of steel from pittings very intensively grow from
2755•10-6 (melt № 3) to 21756•10-6 mg (melt № 1) in increase of average diameter of
austenite grain from 0,211 (melt № 3) to 0,312 mm (melt № 1) and volume of titanium
nitrides from 0,40 (melt № 2) to 0,47 rev.% (melt № 1) in it [9], and ΔFе from pittings
from 127•10-6 (melt № 3) to 47528•10-6 mg (melt № 1) [14] in increase of average
diameter of austenite grain from 0,211 (melt № 3) to 0,312 mm (melt № 1), volume of
titanium nitrides 0,40 (melt № 2) to 0,47 rev.% (melt № 1) in it [9]. In this case, in
accordance with data [16], Mn and Ni content equally influence on intensity of ΔNi,
ΔFе and ΔСr from pittings, and a volume of δ-ferrite on ΔFе and ΔNi. Thus,
generalizing the above-mentioned one, it can be noted that such elements of steel
structure as an average diameter of austenite grain, titanium nitrides and δ-ferrite largely
influence on growth of the stable pittings than Ni and Mn, being austenite-forming
elements of structure.
CONCLUSIONS
1. It has been established as a result of investigation of the mechanisms of
influence of the chemical composition of steel AISI 321 and its structural incoherence
on corrosion losses of ΔCr, ΔNi and ΔFe from metastable and stable pittings that they
have been closely connected with characteristic peculiarities of the selective dissolution
of these metals from their surface. In particular, a surface of metastable pittings is
enriched with Fe and depleted with Cr and Ni and stable ones is enriched with Cr and
depleted with Fe and Ni.
2. It has been established that in the model circulating water with рН4 and
concentration of chlorides 600 mg/dm3, where the steel AISI 321 pittings with
formation of the stable pittings, Ni favors enrichment of their surface by Fe, Cr and Ni,
and Mn – depletion by Cr and Ni. At the same time it has been proved that the average
diameter of austenite grain, titanium nitrides being a source of origination of stable
pittings and δ-ferrite largely influence on intensity of growth of the stable pittings than
Ni and Mn.
3. It has been revealed that in the model circulating water with рН5 and
concentration of chlorides 600 mg/dm3, where the steel pittings with formation of the
stable pittings, Si and Mn favor enrichment and Cr and N – depletion of their surface
Fе. It has been shown at the same time that Ni and Р favor enrichment and Mn depletion
of surface of pittings of Cr. It has been established at the same time that Si favors
enrichment and Mn – depletion of their surface by Ni. Thus, it has been proved that Cr
and N favoring intensification of solid-phase diffusion of Fe atoms to surface of the
stable pittings and Mn – Cr atoms accelerate their growth as Fe and Cr are the basic
steel components. At the same time, the influence of structural heterogeneity of steel on
growth of the stable pittings is less than Cr, N and Mn content in it.
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